
TARGET MARKET

Supernovae, which has successfully secured an initial capital raise
of $250 million from our targeted institutional investors (e.g.
pension funds, endowments, foundations, etc.), is an SPV created
through our parent advisory company, positioning as the first
Mezzanine SLL Fund committed to the development of Zambian
ESG-compliant green metal companies. In exchange for the
investment services, the vehicle incurs a One and Ten fee structure
to the parent company. The vehicle provides loan financing to
Zambian green metals companies whose debt interest will be tied
to SPTs. 

Depending on the lendees performance against measurable targets
(e.g. S&P Global ESG Rating, MSCI ESG Rating, and Resources intensity
per Sales), a discount / (penalty) will be applied to the interest
margin for exceeding / (falling short) of the stipulated SPTs. Before
deploying the capital, potential Zambian green metal mining
companies that meet the defined investment criteria have been
pitched. The SPTs are formulated in accordance with the
Sustainability-Linked Loan Principles and discussed with the
borrower on a case-by-case basis. Second Party Opinions are also
signed to assess the relevance, robustness, and reliability of the
selected SPTs. Post-origination, the investment team annually
assesses the reports on the use of proceeds and its impact on the
agreed SPTs to determine next year's cost of funding.
Notwithstanding the above, credit & ESG analyses are constantly
conducted.

A distinguishing feature of this innovative vehicle is the inclusion of a
warrant executable at t=10 (after principal repayment), which not
only strengthens the green metals companies' commitment towards
decarbonization but also rewards investors who have contributed to
the cause. It is worth mentioning that the SPV does not aim at
lucrative from firms' failure to accomplish the predefined SPTs.
Rather, we expect to trigger a contagion effect in which both
disruptors and incumbent players commit to a collaborative
reshaping of the entire industry. 
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- Raise capital from inst. investors
           - Create Supernovae SLL Fund 

(SPV)
 
 

- Verify loan alignment 
with  SLL principles (2nd

Party Opinion)

- Pitch Zambian GM firms        
 - Develop SLL framework      
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- Monitor ESG rating      

 - Assess SPT attainment      

5- Adjust interest based on
performance       

 - Execute warrant (if applies)   
 

SUPERNOVAE
 

The Mezzanine Sustainability-Linked Loan Fund 
ZAMBIAN GREEN METALS MARKET

To be initially eligible for our Fund, companies must generate at
least 50% of their revenues from green metals or have mining
projects with the potential to generate at least 50% of their
revenues from green metals when developed*. 
*We define green metal as these essential to the push for consumer
adoption of electrification as a cleaner form of energy (e.g. Lithium,
Cobalt, Copper, etc.).

The debt interest is derived from our flagship proprietary credit
analysis framework and ESG weighted approach. Some of the
ESG benchmarks that we make reference to includes (i) S&P
Global ESG Rank and (ii) MSCI ESG Rating.

PROBLEM STATEMENT

We recommend implementing a Mezzanine Sustainability-Linked
Loan Fund with embedded warrants to provide financing to
Zambian green metal mining companies. The solution addresses
core issues, as it allows these companies to easily access capital
to expand their operations, thus meeting the accelerating
demand for green metals. By pegging the debt interest to
Sustainability Performance Targets(SPTs), Zambian green metal
firms have a financial incentive for improving their ESG scores,
which would in turn cause an acceleration in the adoption of
green energy sources as costs of production are lowered and green
energy becomes relatively cheaper.

INVESTMENT THESIS OUR SOLUTION

INVESTMENT CRITERIA

The transition towards a climate-neutral economy relies on the
future of the so-called green metals. Since the announcement of the
European Green Deal, the increasing pressure for green sources of
energy has brought about a skyrocketing demand for relevant
metals (e.g. lithium and cobalt for lithium-ion batteries or copper for
wind farms).  
Zambia, which is responsible for 70% of Africa's copper
production, has recently announced its commitment to fostering
green energy and fighting climate change and set targets to produce
three million metric tonnes of copper a year by 2026.
Nevertheless, most of the mining companies may not be the most
ESG-friendly as bad practices (e.g. child labor exploitation,
unsustainable mining, etc.) are unfortunately the order of the day.

As a result, we strongly believe that the private sector must cast the
first stone towards the adoption of value (rather than profit)
maximizing business models through the creation of collaborative
industry associations aiming at improving ESG indicators and our
ability to cooperate at larger and larger scales.

Green metals' market size:
USD 180bn/year. After
Zambian success, we will
study expanding to green
metals mining
regions(e.g. LATAM, CN).

SCALABILITY GEOGRAPHY

Our target geography
is Zambia's Green
Metal Industry.

INVESTORS

Institutional investors (e.g.
pension funds, endowments,
etc.) and impact investors. MARKET

SIZE

Green metals account
for 40% of Zambia GDP.
Two in ten Zambians    
 employed in mining.



IMPACT
Supernovae lines up well 
with many of the Sustainable
Development Goals of 2030 set by
the United Nations. 
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It's a significantly diversified fund where
thorough credit analyses  are conducted
such that the probability and impact of a
default is minimal.  

Unable to measure
ESG ratings of

miners effectively

Physical visits to the mines and fair and
transparent ESG practices would be
constantly supervised.

Fund gains through higher interest
considering the sensitivity to behavior. Our
fund intends to manage credit risk by
monitoring key ratios and hedging credit
risk by buying CDS.

Changes in Zambian policy and the current
ESG regulations are closely monitored by the
fund manager. Nationalization is already
hedged through CDS.

RISK MITIGATION

Mines may have
lower than

expected yield
rates

Moral hazard:
firms do not
change their

behavior/ credit
default risk

Policy Risk /
Nationalization

Zambia

Fund Size

Loan Principal

Asset Class Mezzanine SLL Fund

$250,000.000

$25,000,000

Formalized Loans 10

SPV Life

Investment
Criteria

>=50% revenues from green metals or have
mining projects with potential to generate >=
50% revenue once developed

Regional Focus

Instrument

Annual Fees

Sustainability-Linked Loans with embedded
warrants executable at t=10

10 years

Fund IRR

1% Mgmt fees; 10% Carried Interest

Avg. ESG Rating A-

8.81% (3.95% w/o warrant execution)
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Management: The management now has a financial incentive
to implement stronger governance controls, creating a
feedback loop effect allowing the companies to access easy
credit as their financial data becomes more transparent.
Shareholders: While improving ESG ratings may impact
shareholders negatively in the short term as costs rise, the
company will see positive inflows from ESG concerned
investors, thus improving the long-term outlook of the
company.

Innovation: Our SLL Fund enables companies to meet the high
demand by accelerating production of green energy sources as
the costs of production are lowered and green energy
becomes relatively cheaper.

Workforce & Human Rights: Inhumane treatment and
exploitation of their workforce are penalized through higher
interest, creating an incentive for companies to implement
sustainable workforce policies, thus reducing human rights
violations.
Product Responsibility: The companies who are producers of
final goods can market themselves as having procured the
goods responsibly, with the raw materials having been
produced sustainably.

RISK AND MITIGATIONS

SUPERNOVAE PROSPECTUS

PERFORMANCE PROJECTIONS

Average Interest rate (By year) Portfolio Breakdown
(By green metal)

Based on the abovementioned investment criteria, Supernovae's
portfolio is formed by 10 Zambian green metal companies (ZGMC).
At the end of the Fund life:

SPTs Milestones

30% of the ZGMC deproved their ESG

70% of the ZGMC improved their ESG

ESG Rating Evolution

Emissions (in t CO2)
Net effect: -40%

Recycled H20 usage (ltrs/sec)
Net effect: +60%

Host comm. procurement 
 spending (in USD million)
Net effect: +78%

(Figures in USD million)
Warrant assumptions: XYZ takes 10M loan, SPV issues SLL and receives warrants and held/executed
until/at maturity (t=10). Share price t0 = $1. Strike of warrant = 1.20(20% OTM). Share price t10= $2 (7%
annual growth. 0.8 per share/warrant. From  [(Loan Amt/Share Price)*1.25], we obtain: 12.5M warrants
are needed, 1 share/ warrant.
Net proceeds assumptions: Net proceeds defined as loan interest payments + Mgmt fees, which are
reinvested in money markets at an expected annual return of 2%. Hence, Net Income =0 from t1 to t9.

ENTITY STRUCTURE

Cash Flows & Return


